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Assignment No. 3 

 

1. What is the effect of temperature on the microstructure of metals at rolling 

process? 

2. Classify the rolling processes according to, work piece geometry, working 

temperature and rolling mills.   

3. What is meant by bloom, billet and slab? 

4. Why producing thread by rolling is better that producing thread by 

machining. 

5. List parameters which affecting on rolling force.  

6. What is meant be neutral plane? 

7. What is meant by arc of contact, projection length, roll gap and rolling 

reduction ratio? 

8. What are products which can be produced by rolling process? 

9. Arrange the speed of metal ascending. Exit speed, entry speed and neutral 

plane speed. 

10. What is the maximum reduction or draft which can be achieved in one 

rolling pass?  

11. What is rolling back up? 

12. What is rolling cambering? 

13. What are rolling defects and its causes and how to eliminate them? 

14. What is the effect of friction coefficient in rolling processes? 

15. What are the uses of main rolls and edging rolls in ring rolling?  

16. How can we reduce the required load for rolling process? 

17. What is the effect of roll diameter on rolling process? 

18. What is the no slipping plane? 

19. What is the relationship between work piece thickness and work piece 

speed?  

20. Which type of rolling mills is used in aluminum foil production? 

21. What is the effect of rolling temperature on the rolling process? 

22. What is the effect of rolling speed on rolling process? 



 

23. What is the rolling load required to roll 20 cm width and 0.85 cm thickness 

copper strip with 20% reduction of area using 42 cm diameter steel roll? 

What will be the rolling force required for further 20% reduction in area  

24. Yield stresses are 180 MPa and 225 MPa. 

25. What is the difference between seamed and seamless tube. 

26. Show by neat sketches tube rolling by using Mannesmann. 

27. What is alligator effect? 

28. What are defects which coming from insufficient camber? 

29.  What are defects which coming from over camber? 

30. Show the effect of rolling temperature on mechanical properties of rolled 

sheets 

31. What is the maximum reduction which can be achieved in one pass in sheet 

rolling, the roll diameter is 400 mm and coefficient of friction is  0.1. 

32. Determine the house power required to derive mill necessary to roll 250 mm 

wide annealed copper strip from 2.5 to 2 mm thickness with 350 mm roll 

diameter. Yield stress is 8 MPa, roll speed is 200 r.p.m, friction at neck is 

0.002 and efficiency of transmission and motor are 90%.    

 

 


